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The differential diagnosis

of ACTH-dependent CS

remains one of the more

challenging issues in

clinical endocrinology



In women with ACTH dependent Cushing’s syndrome, CD

is 20-fold more prevalent than ectopic CS, while in men the

ratio is 3:1.

In women with ACTH-dependent Cushing’s syndrome, the

pretest probability of Cushing’s disease is about 90%, thus

any test should improve on these probabilities to have

added value.



ACTH-dependent cause: Cushing disease 

or an ectopic source?



ACTH



90 patients with EAS

An extraordinarily high serum ACTH levels (>110 pmol/L, >500 pg/ml) would

usually indicate an ectopic ACTH production as the causative pathology.

Although ACTH and serum cortisol levels tend to be higher in EAS than in CD,

there is a considerable overlap between the two conditions.

In EAS basal plasma ACTH levels may be normal in around 32% of patients



Tumours causing EAS are usually

characterized by their unresponsiveness

to glucocorticoid feedback, CRH or

desmopressin responsiveness.



High dose DST (HDDST)

High doses of glucocorticoids partially suppress ACTH

secretion from most corticotroph pituitary tumors, whereas

ectopic tumors are generally resistant to feedback inhibition.

There are several versions of the HDDST, including the

standard 2 days’ oral high dose (2 mg every 6 h for eight

doses), the 8-mg overnight oral, and the intravenous (IV) 4- to

7-mg tests. Plasma and/or urinary cortisol levels are evaluated

before, during, and/or after dexamethasone administration.



Based upon the standard criterion (i.e. serum cortisol suppression by 50%

or more of the baseline):

- Sensitivity: 81%

- Specificity: 66.7%

112 consecutive patients with ACTH-dependent Cushing’s syndrome (95 CD, 17 ECS)



Indeed 22–40% of EAS patients demonstrate

either serum or urinary 17-OHCS suppression on

HDDST. Patients with bronchial carcinoids seem

to show a significant degree of cortisol suppression

(approximately 60%) following the HDDST.





An 80% decrease in UFC or plasma cortisol can be observed only in

patients with CD; however, this criterion is burdened by a low sensitivity.



In the LDDST, serum cortisol levels do not change significantly in ectopic CS but suppress

by 30% in patients with CD, predicting CS secondary to ACTH secreting pituitary adenoma

with a sensitivity of 82% and specificity of 79%.

There was no further significant suppression of cortisol from the 24 hour to 48 hour value

on both LDDST and HDDST





With the classic ovine CRH

stimulation test:

- An increase in ACTH >35%

and in cortisol >20% above

baseline levels is considered

to be a specific response for

CD

- ACTH: sensitivity (93%),

specificity (100%).

- Cortisol: sensitivity (91%),

specificity (88%).
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With the classic human CRH stimulation test, an increase in

ACTH >105% and cortisol >14% is considered to be a specific

response for CD.



However, approximately 5–15% of patients with EAS have been shown

to respond to CRH administration.



The presence of an ACTH-secreting pituitary macroadenoma could lead to

a paradoxical diagnostic gap.

In these patients, responses to both CRH stimulus and HDSST test are

more frequently negative.



An increase in ACTH of >43% at 15 min after human CRH was the

strongest predictor of CD. All of the other criteria of stimulated ACTH

and cortisol levels were not superior in predicting CD.







Patients with EAS eventually also show a response, varying from 20-40%







• Patients with CD showed a stronger response to HDDST and CRH, and the

adopted cut-offs showed a good SE and SP in discriminating them from patients

with EAS. Concordant tests indicated CD when positive, whereas no response to

either test was highly suggestive of EAS.

• The DDAVP test was of limited utility in the diagnostic phase. DDAVP test may

play a support role only in case of discordant results of the other two tests. The

DDAVP test was assessed in patients with a CRH test + and HDDST -: a positive response

to both the CRH and the DDAVP tests correctly identified CD patients in 5/6 cases.



The addition of cortisol suppression by dexamethasone did not increase the

discriminatory power, but it is helpful for excluding ECS when both tests are

positive.



LDDST

Sensitivity: 82%

Specificity: 79%.

HDDST

Sensitivity: 91%

Specificity: 80%

CRH

Sensitivity: 81%

Specificity: 95%

LDDST + CRH

Sensitivity: 97%

Specificity: 94%







The mean POMC and Agouti-

related protein (AgRP) values were

higher in EAS vs CD.

Although there was an overlap in

POMC and AgRP levels between

the groups, the POMC levels

greater than 36 fmol/mL and AgRP

levels greater than 280 pg/mL were

specific for EAS.

When used together, they detected

9 of 11 cases of EAS, indicating

that elevations in these peptides

have a high positive predictive

value for occult EAS.



CONCLUSIONS

• Distinguishing between pituitary and ectopic ACTH

secretion is still the most uncertain aspect of the

diagnostic process.

• No single test is accurate enough to distinguish the

ectopic from the pituitary sources of ACTH.

• The cutoff values identified for tests are often

arbitrary and depend on the assay method used.

• It is crucial using multiple hormonal tests, imaging

data and eventually bilateral inferior petrosal sinus

sampling (BIPSS) for the differential diagnosis of a

patient with Cushing’s syndrome.



Thank you for your attention







BIPSS

• Sensitivity 88-100%

• Specificity 70-100%

• Lateralization 70%






